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Size Part No Barcode

265ml 1427 5020618014270

Product Description
10K Boost Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaner is an organo-
metallic diesel fuel additive that ensures complete & rapid
regeneration of the diesel particulate filter. 10K Boost DPF
Cleaner lowers the ignition temperature of soot collected in the
diesel particulate filter and optimizes periodic combustion of
accumulated soot, a process known as filter regeneration.
Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaner also reduces particulate
emissions and extends lifetime of particulate filter.

Product Benefits
* Ensures complete and rapid diesel particulate filter
regeneration
* Reduces ignition temperature of trapped soot ensuring
extraordinary combustion at temperatures typically
encountered during normal engine operation
* Prevents performance loss caused by clogged diesel
particulate filters and incomplete combustion of soot
* Reduces particulate emission assisting in meeting strict
legislation and emission limits
* Extends lifetime of the expensive diesel particulate filter
* Most economic way of soot reduction without any changes to
the fuel system
* Regeneration of diesel particulate filters is 5-10 times faster
and more complete than when using a catalyst coated diesel
particulate filter.
* No secondary emissions.
* Can be used for all diesel engines with standard or retrofitted
diesel particulate filter

Product Usage
For all diesel engines (incl. common rail and turbo charged engines) with standard or retrofitted diesel particulate filter.

Directions for Use
Pour contents of one 265ml bottle in fuel tank before filling it with diesel fuel.

Dosage Information
One 265ml bottle treats 40 to 60 litres of diesel fuel.
Treat system every 3000 miles.

Storage Instructions
Store in a cool dry place.
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Shelf Life
3 years from manufacture.

 Appearance :     Amber

 Odour :     Characteristic

 Specific Gravity :     Density g/cm3 0,744

 Solubility :     Insoluble

 Flammability :     200°C

 Flashpoint :     40°C

Safety Precautions
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

Transport Classification
Please see our latest EC Safety Data Sheets for details.

* The information contained in this leaflet is provided to enable the user to assess the product and should not be taken as a
specification. All information provided is given in good faith, we can however not assume liability. It is up to the user to ensure that

the information and the product is suitable for the use intended.
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